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Benjamin "Benjy" Stacy so frightened maternity doctors with the color of his skin -- "as Blue as Lake Louise" -- that 

he was rushed just hours after his birth in 1975 to University of Kentucky Medical Center.  As a blood transfusion 

was being readied, the baby's grandmother suggested to doctors that he looked like the "blue Fugates of 

Troublesome Creek." Relatives described the boy's great-grandmother Luna Fugate as "blue all over," and "the 

bluest woman I ever saw."  

In an unusual story that involves both genetics and geography, an entire family from Appalachia had skin that was 

tinged blue. Their ancestral line began six generations earlier with a French orphan, Martin Fugate, who settled in 

Eastern Kentucky.  Doctors don't see much of the rare blood disorder today, because mountain people have 

dispersed and the family gene pool is much more diverse.  But the Fugates' story still offers a window into a 

medical mystery that was solved through modern genetics and the sleuth-like energy of Dr. Madison Cawein III.  

The Fugate had a genetic condition called methemoglobinemia, which was passed down through a recessive gene 

and blossomed through intermarriage (marriage between family members).  "It's a fascinating story," said Dr. 

Ayalew Tefferi, a hematologist from Minnesota's Mayo Clinic. "It also exemplifies the intersection between 

disease and society, and the danger of misinformation and stigmatization."  

Methemoglobinemia is a blood disorder in which an abnormal amount of methemoglobin -- a form of hemoglobin 

-- is produced. Hemoglobin is a protein in your blood that is responsible for carrying oxygen to every cell in the 

body. Without oxygen, the heart, brain and muscles can’t perform necessary chemical reactions (like cellular 

respiration) and will die.  (See diagram below for a visual.) 
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A key characteristic of this disorder is that the affected hemoglobin is unable to carry oxygen and it also makes it 

difficult for normal hemoglobin to release oxygen to body tissues.  

People with the disease lack an enzyme called diaphorase in their red blood cells. A typical person’s blood will 

have 1% methemoglobin and normally, diaphorase converts methemoglobin back to hemoglobin. People with the 

disorder, methemoglobinemia are lacking this enzyme and therefore cannot convert the affected methemoglobin 

back to normal, functional hemoglobin. If too much methemoglobin (over 20%)  is in the bloodstream, enough 

oxygen won’t circulate and the disorder could be fatal.  

Patients' lips appear purple, the skin looks blue and the blood is "chocolate colored" because it is not oxygenated.  

"You almost never see a patient with it today," Tefferi said. "It's a disease that one learns about in medical school 

and it is infrequent enough to be on every exam in hematology."  The disorder can be inherited, as was the case 

with the Fugate family, or caused by exposure to certain drugs and chemicals. 

All of the blue Fugates of Troublesome Creek, Kentucky, had the enzyme deficiency. In the case of this family, the 

disease was not fatal because they still had enough functional hemoglobin that oxygen was delivered as their cells 

needed it (they had more that 1% methemoglobin but less than 20%). Their blood however, had accumulated so 

much of the blue molecule that it over-powered the red hemoglobin that normally turns skin pink in most 

Caucasians. The bluest of the bunch was Luna Fugate, and she lived a healthy life, bearing 13 children before she 

died at the age of 84.  


